
BRANDBOSS



WE BUILD
BRANDS 
+ 
WE THINK
OUTSIDE
OF THE
BOX



A CREATIVE POWERHOUSE FOR YOUR NEXT BIG ENDEAVOR. 
BrandBoss Creative provides compelling, original brand identity, strategy, design, marketing collateral, and art
direction for visionary startups, industry leaders, and company change-makers. 
 
CUT THROUGH THE STATIC. 
As a new business you need to make a lot of noise to cut through all of the static - and the bar is only getting
higher. It’s not enough to have an “innovative product” or “sleek packaging” - everyone has that. Your brand is
about what everyone else doesn’t have. 
 
So, how do we get down to the nuts and bolts of what makes your brand unique? Glad you asked. 

ABOUT 
BRANDBOSS 

#1 
 

We identify your
goals, and then

make
recommendations

for the project
based on your
brand’s needs
and direction

#2 
 

We create a guide
which lays out the

details of your
brand identity -

from language and
visuals to

psychological
impact

#3 
 

We give you the
tools to share

strategic
messaging

along your best-
bet channels

#4 
 

We learn from
the results

after thorough
analysis.



Led by Jordan Lacenski, this all-remote team gathers perspectives from all over
the United States and beyond.  
 
With 3 Graphic Designers, 1 copywriter, 1 strategist, 1 account manager, 1 SEO
Genius, and 2 Web Designers: WE GET SH*T DONE. 
 
FOR MORE: Visit brandbosscreative.com/about 
 
OH - And we can't forget about our 4-legged team members: 

ABOUT 
THE TEAM 



WHO WE
WORK
WITH

WE WANT TO CONNECT WITH CLIENTS WHOM WE CAN
HELP.

We want to help people who’ll truly benefit from working
with an expert brand consultant. Does this describe you? 

You’re stoked on participating in the process. Soul searching,
homework, the good stuff (not the easy stuff).

You get the value of a brand discovery process, where we
explore who you are before ever firing up Adobe Illustrator.

You believe in quality and consistency - making an
investment in branding your business and creating a strategy

from the get-go. 
You want to stick to your journey - not get lost in the next

shiny trend. 
You believe a unique, cohesive brand identity will help you

reach your target audience. 
You want to do business in a way that represents your values

and authentically tells your story. 
You’re not stuffy, and not afraid to get real. Plus, you won’t

run from the occasional curse word.



WHAT
YOU CAN
EXPECT   

 
 

You can expect us to kick-ass and take names for your
creative endeavor. We’d like to think that our raw natural

talent is the secret ingredient, but realistically, serious
elbow grease is our differentiator. 

 
But you’re not off the hook with this project. Yep - there will

be homework. The more we know about you, the more
consistent, authentic, and timeless the brand creation. We’ll

start with a two-hour kickoff call. Plan accordingly. Start
thinking now about why you do what you do, who your
competitors are, and the target audience you dream of

reaching. 
 

So - would you rather stay in vanilla old-standby brand
mediocrity? Or are you ready to roll up your sleeves and find
out just how high your brand can soar? This isn’t quite blue-

pill-red-pill serious (a la Neo entering the Matrix). It’s an
invitation to discover untapped marketing genius, fueled by

a real look at your business through the eyes of an expert
brand consultant. 

 



CHOOSE
FROM 3
INCLUSIVE
BRAND
PACKAGES

SIVE
ND

ACACA KAKAK GAGA ES





$10,000 + 

T H E  B O S S

Brand Discovery

1/2 day or 2.5 hour kick-off meeting to

define brand pillars and begin

brainstorming business name +

tagline

Defining Brand Pillars

Your Mission, Story, Vision, Values,

Unique Selling Proposition, Brand

Personality, Buyer Personas, Tagline,

Typography, Colors, Styling,

Photography

Messaging/Voice

Content Creation

- Logo: 3-5 Initial Logo options, 2

rounds of edits

Logo Package to include .eps, .pdf,

.png, + .ai files

Style Guidelines with Logo,

Typography, Colors, + Styling

Tagline Development 

Social Media Templates

Cover Artwork + bios for 2 Social

Media Platforms

Email Marketing Templates

Final Deliverable: Brand Guideline Kit
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OPTIONAL ADD-ONS:  

Web Design 

SEO 

Web Copy 

Photography  

Video 

Art Direction 

Brand Launch Planning 



$7,500+

T H E  H U S T L E R

Brand Discovery

Two 1-Hour calls to define brand

pillars and begin brainstorming

business name + tagline

CLIENT to provide values, and vision

Defining Brand Pillars

Your Mission, Story, Vision, Values,

Unique Selling Proposition, Brand

Personality, Buyer Personas, Tagline,

Typography, Colors, Styling

Messaging/Voice

- Logo: 3-5 Initial Logo options, 2

rounds of edits

Logo Package to include .eps, .pdf,

.png, + .ai files

Style Guidelines with Logo,

Typography, Colors, + Styling

Tagline Development

Final Deliverable: Brand Guideline Kit
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$5,000+

T H E  B E G I N N E R

Brand Discovery

1-Hour Kick-Off Call 

CLIENT to provide values, and vision

- Logo: 3-5 Initial Logo options, 2

rounds of edits

Logo Package to include .eps, .pdf,

.png, + .ai files

Style Guidelines with Logo,

Typography, Colors, + Styling
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INTO A BOX?

D O N ' T  F I T

7 0

CUSTOM 
SERVICES

As a boutique branding and
marketing agency, we get that
your needs are unique. Heck,
ours are too. So we’re ready to
develop custom solutions to
match your branding needs.
Call, email, fill out our contact
form, shoot us a text, or
whatever the kids are doing
these days. Courier on a
segway?



READY
TO DO
THIS?

SURFIN' 
SAFARI

ON THE 
RADAR

ROADTRIPS 
OUT WEST
A trailblazing journey to 

the sunset

51

Where to next? A search 

for new travels

86

Tales of mad stoke from 

around the globe

32

REGULARS
Roadtrips 

Water Adventures 

Off the Grid 

Breakwater

Gear Review

22 

49 

44 

21 

19

info@brandbosscreative.com

CONTACT US




